6510 EMERGENCY PULL STATION

Highly Visible
Reliable Operation
Key Reset
Deter Unauthorized
Access
Medical
Emergencies
Natural Disasters
Easily Recognized and Operated
The 6510 Series of Emergency Pull Stations
provide conspicuous signalling or release in
case of emergency. These easy to operate
stations require a single pull action to actuate.
Dual SPDT switches allow connection to an
Alarm or Access control system while simultaneously breaking or making power to a lock or
siren using the second set of contacts.
Multiple Applications
Ideal for use in Hospitals, Schools, Industrial
facilities and Office buildings.
Use for Emergency Exit door release with
Badge in/out Access control systems, or door
interlock and Mantrap type systems.
The Wide variety of colors and text make these
units suitable for signalling an alarm panel of
any Natural Disaster, Hazmat incident, or Medical Emergency.
Deters unauthorized access, i.e. smoking in
stairwells, and nuisance access to fire escapes.
Customized Labels
Custom labels may be ordered by contacting
the factory. These would be special order and
lead times will vary accordingly.
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Easy Mounting & Wiring
Two mounting screws are all that’s needed to
surface mount the 6510.
The unit mounts to a standard single gang electrical box. Matching color back boxes are also
available for surface mounting. Back boxes
have conduit knock outs for easy wiring
access.
Wiring is accomplished by utilizing the screw
terminals on the back of the unit to connect to
any system or device. All units are pre-wired,
simply cut the wire not needed for a Normally
Open or Normally closed contact.
Key Reset
Following actuation the pull station is reset by
opening the front cover (with the key provided)
and installing a new acrylic break rod. Close
and relock the cover and the 6510 is restored
and ready for the next emergency.
Options
A Piezo sounder may be attached to sound
locally upon activation. Plexiglass anti tamper
covers are also available for different applications to prevent false alarms.
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ORDERING:

6510 DESCRIPTION:
Surface mounted Emergency Pull Station
Ideal for emergency egress applications.
Mounts on any single gang box or
may be wall mounted utilizing appropriate wall
anchors.

SPECIFY COLOR
Three colors are available specify as shown below.
BL= BLUE
6510/BL-S35
BK= BLACK
6510/BK-S35
YL= YELLOW
6510/YL-S35

6510-S35 SPECIFICATIONS:
ELECTRICAL
Utilizes (2) SPDT Switches in Parallel
Switch Rating 1Amp @ 30 VDC or VAC
UL Listed for indoor or outdoor use.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES:
OPTIONAL PIEZO
A continuous Piezo sounder may be mounted to the back of the unit, and
can be wired to provide a local alarm when the station is activated.
For this option suffix XCS example (6510/BL-S35XCS)

PHYSICAL
5”Long x 2-5/8”Wide x 1” Deep
Minimum clearance behind unit for wiring 1-1/2”
All metal housing construction
Large self clamping screw terminals mounted on a
four point barrier strip
Baked on powder coated finish
Pressure sensitive Mylar labels with raised text
Included key for Re-set and one plexiglass
break rod, two mounting screws

TAMPER COVER
A Plexiglass Anti Tamper cover may be mounted over the 6510 to protect it
from being accidentally activated and prevents tampering with the device
unless the spring loaded cover is lifted.
Text on cover reads “EMERGENCY EXIT” Order Part# 6510/COV
ALARM COVER
Same as above with Piezo sounder integrated in the unit. Lift the cover and a
local Piezo activates to deter unnecessary activation of the 6510
Order Part# 6510/COV/S
ALARM COVER WITH RELAY OUTPUT
SPDT Alarm Relay integrated in the unit. Lift the cover and a local Piezo activates along with a relay output to deter unnecessary activation of the 6510
Order Part# 6510/COV/SR

OPERATION
Pulling on the T shaped handle activates both
SPDT switches, and simultaneously breaks
the plexiglass rod.
To reset insert key and turn clockwise opening the
front housing cover. Place pull handle back into
position, insert new break rod, close cover and
turn key counter clockwise to lock.
Station is now reset.
(NOTE)

Break rods are not necessary to operate the unit,
they are for visual indication of actuation.

BACK BOXES
Surface mounted back boxes are available in colors to match the 6510 Pulls
6510/BX-BL
Blue metal back box with conduit knockouts
6510/BX-BK
Black metal back box with conduit knockouts
6510/BX-YL
Yellow metal back box with conduit knockouts
BREAK RODS
Pack of 12 Part# 6510/BR
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